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Abstract
We prove a conjecture of Hjorth: There is an uncountable Polish group all of whose abelian subgroups are
discrete. We first construct directly a witness to Hjorth’s conjecture. Then we consider an existing example
in the literature. The example is the metric completion of a free topological group constructed by Graev. We
give a definition slightly more general than Graev’s and prove some properties of the Graev metrics which
seem to be unknown previously. We also consider the problem of finding Polishable subgroups of the Graev
metric groups with arbitrarily high Borel rank. In doing this we prove some general theorems on extensions
of Polish groups with this property.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A topological space is Polish if it is separable and completely metrizable. A Polish group is a
topological group whose topology is Polish. It is well known that a subgroup of a Polish group is
Polish if and only if it is closed. However, there are many natural examples of Borel subgroups
of Polish groups which admit Polish group topologies generating the existing Borel structures.
Such subgroups are called Polishable. The additive groups of Banach spaces c0, p (p  1) are
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Π03 and Σ
0
2 subsets of R
N
.
In [3] Farah and Solecki asked whether every uncountable Polish group contains Polishable
subgroups of arbitrarily high Borel rank. Here the Borel rank of a subset A of a Polish space X
means the least countable ordinal α < ω1, where ω1 denotes the least uncountable ordinal, such
that A ∈ Π0α \
⋃
β<α Π
0
β . For uncountable abelian groups Hjorth [6] answered the question in the
affirmative.
Theorem 1.1. (See Hjorth [6].) Let G be an uncountable abelian Polish group and let α < ω1.
Then there is a Polishable subgroup H of G such that the Borel rank of H is at least α.
He also noted that the same is true for uncountable locally compact groups and for any Polish
group with an uncountable abelian subgroup. He went on to question whether every uncountable
Polish group has an uncountable abelian subgroup. In fact he made the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.2. (See Hjorth [6].) There is an uncountable Polish group all of whose abelian
subgroups are discrete.
He even suggested to consider the surjectively universal Polish group with a two-sided invari-
ant metric. Since this group was first defined by Graev [4,5], we call it the Graev metric group
and denote it by G. Hjorth suspected that some minor variation of G may witness the conjecture.
In this paper we confirm Hjorth’s conjecture by proving that G itself is as required.
Theorem 1.3. Any abelian subgroup of the Graev metric group G is cyclic and discrete.
The Graev metric was first investigated by Graev in [4,5] to study free topological groups.
Prior to Graev’s research Markov [9,10] had already defined and constructed free topological
groups and established their basic properties. Graev’s work made it explicit that a two-sided
invariant metric can be given on a free group with 2ℵ0 generators so that the resulting group
is separable. The completion of such a group is then a Polish group. Graev’s method yields
the group G with the following surjective universality property: for any Polish group G with
a compatible two-sided invariant metric there is a continuous homomorphism from G onto G.
More details of what Graev achieved can be found in expositions of Kechris [7] (unpublished)
and [8].
In this paper we give a self-contained definition that is slightly more general than those given
in [5] or [8]. Like the original definition of the Graev metric, this construction is applicable to all
metric spaces, and so we obtain various metrics on the algebraically free group. We still refer to
these metrics as the Graev metrics and the resulting groups as Graev metric groups. To prove our
main Theorem 1.3 we also need to prove some stronger properties of Graev metric groups which
seem to be unknown previously. By doing all this we are giving a fairly complete account of the
important properties of the Graev metrics.
After this proof was completed and a draft of this paper was written, some further discussions
with Solecki led us to a simpler example to witness Hjorth’s conjecture. In particular we establish
the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4. There is a closed subgroup of the infinite symmetric group S∞ all of whose abelian
subgroups are cyclic and discrete.
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subgroup of S∞.
Our next main consideration is upon the question of Farah and Solecki for the Graev metric
group G. We show that G does contain Polishable subgroups of arbitrarily high Borel rank. Now,
in view of Theorem 1.3, this cannot be established by finding uncountable abelian subgroups,
so a new approach is needed. Our new approach is to prove a general theorem for extensions of
Polish groups as follows.
Theorem 1.5. Let G and H be Polish groups such that there is a continuous homomorphism from
G onto H . If H contains Polishable subgroups of arbitrarily high Borel rank, then so does G.
With this theorem the conclusion about G follows from its surjective universality for all two-
sided invariant metric Polish groups; in particular there is a continuous homomorphism from
the Graev metric group onto the additive group of real numbers. As another corollary we can
generalize Hjorth’s Theorem 1.1 to uncountable solvable Polish groups.
Theorem 1.6. Any uncountable solvable Polish group contains Polishable subgroups of arbitrar-
ily high Borel rank.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1.4. In Section 3 we give the
definition of the Graev metrics and prove some of their basic properties. In Section 4 we consider
commutativity in the Graev metric group G and prove Theorem 1.3. In Section 5 we consider
Polishable subgroups, prove Theorem 1.5 and derive its corollaries. The theorems of Section 5
do not depend on earlier sections; thus they can be read independently. Finally Section 6 contains
some further remarks and a discussion of problems left open.
2. Hjorth’s conjecture
In this section we construct a simple example to witness Hjorth’s conjecture.
Fix a countably infinite set X = {x1, . . . , xn, . . .} and consider the free group generated by X.
Let e denote the identity of this group. For each n 1, let Gn = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉. Then Gn is a free
group with generators x1, . . . , xn. For 1  nm, define a homomorphism πm,n :Gm → Gn by
letting
πm,n(xk) =
{
xk, if 1 k  n,
e, if n < k m,
and then extending the definition of πm,n to all elements of Gm uniquely. Then we obtain an
inverse system
G1 ← G2 ← ·· · ← Gn ← ·· ·
where for all k  nm, πm,k = πn,k ◦ πm,n.
Let G be the inverse limit:
G =
{
(g1, g2, . . . , gn, . . .) ∈
∞∏
n=1
Gn: ∀n 1 πn+1,n(gn+1) = gn
}
.
Let πn :G → Gn be the projection map. Then for any k  n, πk = πn,k ◦ πn.
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∏∞
n=1 Gn
with the product topology. It follows easily from the definition of G that it is a closed subgroup
of
∏∞
n=1 Gn. Let S∞ denote the permutation group of N with the subspace topology inherited
from the product space NN. It is well known that S∞ is a Polish group. It is also easy to see that
G is homeomorphic to a closed subgroup of S∞ (e.g. by [1, Theorem 1.5.1]).
We note that G is uncountable. To see this, we define an injection from the space {−1,+1}N
to G. Suppose a = (a1, a2, . . . , an, . . .) ∈ {−1,+1}N. We let
ga =
(
x
a1
1 , x
a1
1 x
a2
2 , . . . , x
a1
1 x
a2
2 · · ·xann , . . .
) ∈ G.
Then ga = gb for a = b.
We claim that every abelian subgroup of G is cyclic. For this let A be a nontrivial abelian sub-
group of G. Then for every n 1, πn(A) is an abelian subgroup of Gn. Since Gn is free, πn(A)
is cyclic. Thus for every n 1 either A is trivial or else it is isomorphic to the additive group Z.
Without loss of generality assume that π1(A) is nontrivial. It follows that πn(A) is isomorphic to
Z for every n 1. Moreover, for any n 1, πn+1,n  πn+1(A) is a homomorphism from πn+1(A)
onto πn(A). It follows that πn+1,n  πn+1(A) is a group isomorphism, and therefore there exists
an inverse for it, which we denote by σn,n+1. Let
σ1,n = σn−1,n ◦ · · · ◦ σ2,3 ◦ σ1,2.
Then we have that
A = {(g1, σ1,2(g1), . . . , σ1,n(g1), . . .) ∈ G: g1 ∈ π1(A)}.
Thus A is isomorphic to Z.
It follows that every abelian subgroup of G is discrete. In fact, otherwise A would have an
accumulation point and it would follow that the closure of A, denoted A, is an abelian group all of
whose elements are accumulation points of A. Thus A is perfect, and in particular uncountable,
a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
3. The Graev metrics
The Graev metrics were defined first by Graev [4,5] to study free topological groups. A defi-
nition can be found in [8]. Here we give a slightly more general definition, while still following
the notation of [8] closely.
For a nonempty set X, let X−1 = {x−1: x ∈ X} be a disjoint copy of X and let e /∈ X ∪ X−1.
Put X = X ∪ X−1 ∪ {e}. We use the notational convention that (x−1)−1 = x for x ∈ X and
e−1 = e. Since we will mostly discuss elements of X we also make the convention that the lower
case letters x, y, x0, x1, etc. will denote elements of X if we do not explicitly specify otherwise.
Let W(X) be the set of words over the alphabet X. A word w ∈ W(X) is irreducible if
w = e or else w = x0 · · ·xn, where for any i, xi = e and xi+1 = x−1i . Let F(X) be the set
of irreducible words. For w ∈ W(X), we denote by lh(w) the length of w. Then note that an
irreducible word has positive length. For each w ∈ W(X) the reduced word for w, denoted w′,
is the unique irreducible word obtained by successively replacing any occurrence of xx−1 in w
by e and eliminating e from any occurrence of the form w1ew2, where at least one of w1 and w2
is nonempty. We can turn F(X) into a group, which is called the free group on X, by defining
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but slightly different from the usual way free groups are obtained. In this treatment the identity
element of F(X) is e but not the empty word.
Assume now (X,d) is a metric space. Assume that a metric d on X satisfies the following
conditions for all x, y ∈ X:
(i) d(x, y) = d(x−1, y−1) = d(x, y);
(ii) d(x, e) = d(x−1, e);
(iii) d(x, y−1) = d(x−1, y).
These assumptions are weaker than those in [8] or in the original [5]. We go on to define a metric
on F(X).
If w = x0 · · ·xn and u = y0 · · ·yn are two words in W(X) of the same length, then put
ρ(w,u) =
n∑
i=0
d(xi, yi).
Next call a word w ∈ W(X) trivial if w′ = e. A trivial word is also called a trivial extension of e.
For w ∈ W(X) with lh(w) > 0 but w = e, a trivial extension of w = x0 · · ·xn is a word of the
form u0x0u1x1 · · ·unxnun+1, where each of u0, . . . , un+1 is either trivial or empty. In particular,
if w ∈ F(X) and w∗ ∈ W(X), then w∗ is a trivial extension of w if and only if (w∗)′ = w.
Definition 3.1. The Graev metric on F(X) is defined as
δ(u, v) = inf{ρ(u∗, v∗): u∗, v∗ ∈ W(X), lh(u∗)= lh(v∗), (u∗)′ = u, (v∗)′ = v}.
The fundamental results of Graev [5] state that δ is a two-sided invariant metric on F(X)
extending d , that the group F(X) equipped with the topology given by δ becomes a topological
group, and that if X is separable then so is F(X). We will verify below that these results remain
true with our definition above. Granting these, let (F (X), δ) denote the completion of (F (X), δ).
Then F(X) becomes a Polish group with a two-sided invariant compatible metric δ.
Definition 3.2. The Graev metric group G is F(N ), where N = NN is the Baire space with the
usual metric
d(x, y) =
{
0, if x = y,
2−min{n: x(n) =y(n)}, if x = y,
and the metric d on N extending d is determined by letting
d
(
x−1, y−1
)= d(x, y), d(x, e) = d(x−1, e)= d(x, y−1)= 1
for x, y ∈N .
It is well known that G is surjectively universal for all two-sided invariant metric Polish groups
(a proof can be found in [8]).
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restoring the results of Graev for our slightly more general definition, we also prove some new
results and derive some facts which will be needed in the next section. The main tool of this
study is the concept of match defined as follows.
Definition 3.3. Let m,n ∈ N and m n. A bijection θ on {m, . . . , n} is a match if
(1) θ ◦ θ = id; and
(2) there is no m i, j  n such that i < j < θ(i) < θ(j).
Lemma 3.4. Let θ be a bijection on {m, . . . , n} such that θ ◦ θ = id. Then θ is a match if and only
if for any nonempty set X, if w = xm · · ·xn ∈ W(X) is such that xθ(i) = x−1i for any m i  n,
then w is trivial.
Proof. (⇒) We argue by induction on lh(w). Without loss of generality we may assume m = 0.
If θ(0) = 0, then w = x0w1 and x0 = x−10 = e. Since θ  {1, . . . , n} is a match on {1, . . . , n}, the
inductive hypothesis implies that w1 is trivial. Then w = ew1 is trivial. Otherwise, θ(0) > 0
and w = x0w1xθ(0)w2 with xθ(0) = x−10 . Thus if 0 < i < θ(0) then 0 < θ(i) < θ(0), and if
θ(0) < i then θ(0) < θ(i). By inductive hypothesis, both w1 and w2 are trivial. Therefore
w = x0w1x−10 w2 is trivial.
(⇐) Assume there are m  i, j  n so that i < j < θ(i) < θ(j). Let X contain at least
two distinct elements x, y and let w = xm · · ·xn ∈ W(X) be the word so that xi = x, xj = y,
xθ(i) = x−1, xθ(j) = y−1 and xk = e for any other index k. Then w′ = xyx−1y−1 = e. So w is
not trivial. 
Lemma 3.5. For any trivial word w = x0 · · ·xn there is a match θ such that for any i  n,
xθ(i) = x−1i .
Proof. We prove by induction on lh(w). If lh(w) = 1 then w = e; let θ(0) = 0 and θ is a match.
For lh(w) > 1 or n > 0 we consider two cases.
Case 1: xn = x−10 . Then it follows that w = w1w2, while w1 = x0 · · ·xm and w2 = xm+1 · · ·xn
are both nonempty and trivial. By inductive hypothesis there are two matches θ1 on {0, . . . ,m}
and θ2 on {m+ 1, . . . , n} such that xθk(i) = x−1i , k = 1,2. Let θ = θ1 ∪ θ2. Then θ is as required.
Case 2: xn = x−10 . Then w = x0w1x−10 and w1 = x1 · · ·xn−1 is trivial. By inductive hypothesis
there is a match θ1 on {1, . . . , n − 1} such that xθ1(i) = x−1i . Then the required θ can be defined
as θ = θ1 ∪ {(0, n), (n,0)}. 
For any match θ on {0, . . . , n} and w = x0 · · ·xn ∈ W(X), we define
xθi =
⎧⎨
⎩
xi, if θ(i) > i,
e, if θ(i) = i,
x−1θ(i), if θ(i) < i.
Let wθ = xθ0 · · ·xθn . Then xθθ(i) = (xθi )−1 for any i  n, so wθ is trivial by Lemma 3.4. Moreover,
ρ
(
w,wθ
)= n∑d(xi, xθi )= ∑ d(xi, e) + ∑ d(x−1i , xθ(i)).
i=0 θ(i)=i θ(i)>i
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thus only finitely many trivial words of the form wθ . The following result seems to be unknown
previously and will be fundamental in the proof of several new results about the Graev metrics.
Theorem 3.6. For any w ∈ F(X), δ(w, e) = min{ρ(w,wθ): θ is a match}.
Proof. We need to show that for any trivial extension w∗ of w and any trivial word u with
lh(w∗) = lh(u), there is a match θ on {0, . . . , lh(w) − 1} so that ρ(w∗, u) ρ(w,wθ). For this
let w = x0 · · ·xn, w∗ = y0 · · ·yl be a trivial extension of w, and u = z0 · · · zl a trivial word. We
can assume that
w∗ = w0x0w1 · · ·wnxnwn+1,
where each wi is either trivial or empty, and
xi = yki ,
wp = ykp−1+1 · · ·ykp−1,
for i  n, p  n + 1 and a sequence k−1 = −1 < k0 < · · · < kn < kn+1 = l + 1. For each p 
n+ 1, let ϕp be a match on {kp−1 + 1, . . . , kp − 1} given by Lemma 3.5 such that yϕp(j) = y−1j .
Let ϕ =⋃pn+1 ϕp . Then ϕ ◦ ϕ = id. Similarly since u is trivial we can let μ be a match on
{0, . . . , l} such that zμ(j) = z−1j . We now define a match θ on {0, . . . , n}.
First we consider the following graph defined on the set {0, . . . , l}. For each pair j and j ′, we
put an edge between j and j ′ if either ϕ(j) = j ′ or μ(j) = j ′. Let Γ be the resulting graph. Then
note that every element of the form ki for i  n is incident with exactly one edge since it is not in
the domain of ϕ. However, for any other j  l there are exactly two edges incident with j , one
from ϕ(j) and one from μ(j). Note that it is possible to have loops in Γ , that is, elements j with
an edge to itself. Now consider the connected components of Γ . For each i  n, the connected
component containing ki must be a simple path with ki as one of its end points. If j is the other
end point of this path, then either j has only one edge incident with it, in which case j must be
of the form ki′ for i′ = i, or else j has two edges incident with it, one of which must be a loop.
In the first case, we define θ(i) = i′; in the second case, we let θ(i) = i. It is clear that θ is a
bijection of {0, . . . , n} with θ ◦ θ = id.
We check that θ is a match. By Lemma 3.4 it suffices to show that if X′ is any nonempty
set and v = x′0 · · ·x′n ∈ W(X′) satisfies x′θ(i) = x′i−1, then v is trivial. To do this we first define a
word w¯ = y¯0 · · · y¯l . For any i  n, consider the connected component of ki in the graph Γ . As
noted above it must be a path with ki as one of its end points. In fact the other elements of this
path are successively μ(ki), ϕμ(ki), μϕμ(ki), ϕμϕμ(ki), etc. Moreover, if the other end point
is some ki′ for i′ = i, then the number of elements in the path is even. In view of this, we also
successively let y¯ki = x′i , y¯μ(ki ) = x′i−1, y¯ϕμ(ki ) = x′i , y¯μϕμ(ki ) = x′i−1, etc., until all indices in the
connected component of ki are exhausted. If θ(i) = i the construction guarantees that y¯kθ(i) =
x′i
−1 = x′
θ(i)
. Thus y¯j is well defined for any j in a connected component of some ki . Finally for
any j  l such that y¯j has not been defined above, let y¯j = e. Now let w¯i = y¯kp−1+1 · · · y¯kp−1.
Since y¯ϕp(j) = y¯−1j whenever kp−1 + 1 j  kp − 1, we have that w¯i is trivial. So w¯ is a trivial
extension of v. On the other hand, y¯μ(j) = y¯−1j for any j  l, and thus w¯ is trivial. This implies
that e = (w¯)′ = (v)′, so v is trivial too.
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d(yj , zj ) + d(yμ(j), zμ(j)) = d(yj , zj ) + d
(
yμ(j), z
−1
j
)
= d(yj , zj ) + d
(
y−1μ(j), zj
)
 d
(
yj , y
−1
μ(j)
)
.
Thus, if θ(i) > i, then the connected component of Γ containing ki can be enumerated as
ki,μ(ki), ϕμ(ki), . . . ,μ(ϕμ)
m(ki) = kθ(i)
for some m 0. Since yϕ(j) = y−1j whenever j = k0, . . . , kn, we have that
d(yki , zki ) + d(yμ(ki ), zμ(ki ))
+ d(yϕμ(ki ), zϕμ(ki )) + d(yμ(ϕμ)(ki ), zμ(ϕμ)(ki ))
...
+ d(y(ϕμ)m(ki ), z(ϕμ)m(ki )) + d(yμ(ϕμ)m(ki ), zμ(ϕμ)m(ki ))
 d
(
xi, y
−1
μ(ki)
)+ d(yϕμ(ki ), y−1μϕμ(ki ))+ · · · + d(yμ(ϕμ)m(ki ), x−1θ(i))
= d(xi, y−1μ(ki ))+ d(y−1μ(ki), y−1μϕμ(ki ))+ · · · + d(y−1(ϕμ)m(ki ), x−1θ(i))
 d
(
xi, x
−1
θ(i)
)= d(x−1i , xθ(i)).
In the case of θ(i) = i, the connected component of Γ containing ki can be enumerated as either
ki,μ(ki), ϕμ(ki), . . . ,μ(ϕμ)
m(ki) = (ϕμ)m+1(ki)
or
ki,μ(ki), ϕμ(ki), . . . , (ϕμ)
m(ki) = μ(ϕμ)m(ki).
In the first case if j is the last index in the enumeration then ϕ(j) = j and therefore yj = e. Then
a similar computation as the above gives that
d(yki , zki ) + d(yμ(ki ), zμ(ki )) + · · · + d(yj , zj ) d(xi, e).
In the second case if j is the last index in the enumeration then μ(j) = j and therefore zj = e.
Again a similar computation as above, but with one less term, gives that
d(yki , zki ) + d(yμ(ki ), zμ(ki )) + · · · + d(yj , zj )
 d
(
xi, y
−1
μ(ki)
)+ d(y−1
μ(ki)
, y−1
μϕμ(ki )
)+ · · ·
+ d(y−1
(ϕμ)m−1(ki )
, y−1
μ(ϕμ)m−1(ki )
)+ d(y(ϕμ)m(ki ), z(ϕμ)m(ki ))
= d(xi, y−1 )+ d(y−1 , y−1 )+ · · ·μ(ki) μ(ki ) μϕμ(ki )
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(ϕμ)m−1(ki )
, y−1
μ(ϕμ)m−1(ki )
)+ d(y−1
μ(ϕμ)m−1(ki )
, e
)
 d(xi, e).
In summary,
ρ
(
w∗, u
)= l∑
j=0
d(yj , zj )
∑
θ(i)=i
d(xi, e) +
∑
θ(i)>i
d
(
x−1i , xθ(i)
)= ρ(w,wθ ). 
With Theorem 3.6 the fundamental results of Graev follow easily.
Theorem 3.7 (Graev). Let (X,d) be a metric space. Then the Graev metric δ is a two-sided
invariant metric on F(X) extending d . Furthermore, F(X) is a topological group in the topology
induced by δ. If X is seperable, so is F(X).
Proof. It is immediate from Definition 3.1 that δ is two-sided invariant and for any D ⊆ X dense
in X, F(D) is dense in F(X). That δ  0 and its symmetry are also clear.
For the triangle inequality, by two-sided invariance it suffices to check that for any w,u ∈
F(X), δ(w · u, e)  δ(w, e) + δ(u, e). By Theorem 3.6 let θ , ϕ be matches so that δ(w, e) =
ρ(w,wθ) and δ(u, e) = ρ(u,uϕ). Then ρ(wu,wθuϕ) = ρ(w,wθ) + ρ(u,uϕ). Since wu is a
trivial extension of w · u and wθuϕ is trivial, δ(w · u, e) ρ(wu,wθuϕ) = δ(w, e) + δ(u, e).
To see that δ(w,u) = 0 implies w = u for w,u ∈ F(X), by two-sided invariance it suffices
to show that δ(w, e) = 0 implies w = e. Suppose δ(w, e) = 0 and let θ be a match so that
0 = δ(w, e) = ρ(w,wθ). Then the definition of ρ gives that w = wθ , so w is trivial. But the only
trivial element of F(X) is e; hence w = e.
Now if x, y ∈ X are distinct, then δ(x, y) = δ(y−1x, e) and (y−1x)θ can only result in y−1y
and ee. Then y−1y achieves the smaller value d(x, y) = d(x, y). This shows that δ extends d .
The continuity of the group operations follows from the two-sided invariance and the triangle
inequality as usual. 
Theorem 3.6 also implies, by the same argument as in the above proof, that for any w,u ∈
F(X) there are trivial extensions w∗ of w and u∗ of u such that δ(w,u) = ρ(w∗, u∗). This
property is sufficient for the proof of Graev’s results, but its drawback is that it does not state an
upper bound for the trivial extensions witnessing the Graev metric. Theorem 3.6, on the other
hand, provides such a bound. In particular, when computing δ(w, e) for w ∈ F(X) it suffices to
consider only trivial words with length exactly lh(w). The following result is also made explicit
by Theorem 3.6.
Corollary 3.8. Let (X,d) be a metric space and Y ⊆ X. Let δY be the Graev metric on F(Y )
induced from the subspace (Y, d  Y) and δX be the Graev metric on F(X). Then δY = δX 
F(Y ). Moreover, if Y is dense in X, then F(Y ) = F(X).
Proof. By invariance it suffices to see that for w ∈ F(Y ), δY (w, e) = δX(w, e). By Theorem 3.6
both sides are equal to min{ρ(w,wθ): θ is a match}. 
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In this section we study the Graev metric group G = F(N ) and its abelian subgroups. First
we fix some further notation. For any n ∈ N let
Nn =
{
x ∈N : ∀m n, x(m) = 0}.
Let also
Nω =
⋃
n∈N
Nn.
Then Nω is a countable dense subset of N . For each of Nn and Nω we use d to denote the usual
metric of N restricted to the subspace. Let Fn = F(Nn) and Fω = F(Nω), each equipped with
the completion of its Graev metric. Then we have the following simple observation.
Lemma 4.1. Fω = G and for each n ∈ N, Fn = F(Nn) and is a closed subspace of Fω.
Proof. As noted above Nω is a dense set in N . By Corollary 3.8 Fω = F(Nω) = F(N ) = G.
Let δn be the Graev metric on F(Nn). Note that for any two distinct elements x, y ∈ Nn,
d(x, y) 2−n. It follows that for any two distinct words u,v ∈ F(Nn), δn(u, v) 2−n. Thus δn
is in fact a complete metric on F(Nn) and so the completion Fn is the same as F(Nn). Again by
Corollary 3.8 Fn is a closed subspace of Fω. 
For notational convenience we will continue to denote the Graev metric group by Fω in this
section. Also in view of the above lemma we denote all the Graev metrics of Fn and F(Nω) by
δ in the rest of the section. Furthermore, we also use δ to denote the completion of the Graev
metric on Fω for notational simplicity.
For each n ∈ N, define πn :Nω →Nn by letting
πn(x)(m) =
{
x(m), if m < n,
0, if m n.
The function πn can be uniquely extended to a function from W(Nω) to W(Nn), still denoted πn,
so that
πn(e) = e,
πn
(
x−1
)= πn(x)−1,
πn(x0x1 · · ·xl) = πn(x0)πn(x1) · · ·πn(xl)
for all l ∈ N and x, x0, x1, . . . , xl ∈Nω. Continue to define π ′n :F(Nω) → Fn by
π ′n(w) =
(
πn(w)
)′
.
Then π ′n is a group homomorphism from F(Nω) onto Fn such that π ′n(w) = w for any w ∈ Fn.
The next lemma allows us to further extend π ′n to Fω.
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Moreover, denoting the extension still by π ′n, we have that δ(π ′n(σ ),π ′n(τ ))  δ(σ, τ ) for any
σ, τ ∈ Fω.
Proof. We first verify the Lipschitz condition for π ′n. For any x, y ∈Nω, if d(πn(x),πn(y)) = 0
then d(πn(x),πn(y)) = d(x, y), thus d(πn(x),πn(y))  d(x, y). It follows that for any w,u ∈
W(Nω), ρ(πn(w),πn(u)) ρ(w,u). Now let  > 0. For any w,u ∈ F(Nω), let w∗, u∗ be trivial
extensions of w,u, respectively such that ρ(w∗, u∗)  δ(w,u) + . Then πn(w∗),πn(u∗) are
trivial extensions of πn(w),πn(u) respectively, and
δ
(
π ′n(w),π ′n(u)
)= δ((πn(w))′, (πn(u))′)
 ρ
(
πn
(
w∗
)
,πn
(
u∗
))
 ρ
(
w∗, u∗
)
 δ(w,u) + .
Since  is arbitrary we get that δ(π ′n(w),π ′n(u)) δ(w,u).
Now the Lipschitz condition implies that π ′n maps Cauchy sequences in F(Nω) to Cauchy
sequences in Fn. It is then routine to extend π ′n to Fω as required. The other properties follow
easily. 
Lemma 4.3. If m > n, then π ′n ◦ π ′m = π ′n.
Proof. Note that for any x ∈ Nω , πn ◦ πm(x) = πn(x). Thus πn ◦ πm = πn holds on W(Nω),
which in turn implies that π ′n ◦ π ′m = π ′n on F(Nω) and finally on Fω. 
The next lemma gives a canonical representation for elements of Fω.
Lemma 4.4. For any σ ∈ Fω, limn π ′n(σ ) = σ .
Proof. Let σ ∈ Fω and  > 0. Then there is w ∈ F(Nω) such that δ(σ,w) < /2. Since F(Nω) =⋃
n Fn, there is N such that w ∈ FN . Now for any n  N , π ′n(w) = w and δ(π ′n(σ ),π ′n(w)) 
δ(σ,w) < /2; therefore
δ
(
π ′n(σ ), σ
)
 δ
(
π ′n(σ ),w
)+ δ(w,σ ) < . 
Now for any nm, define πm,n = π ′n  Fm. Then πm,n is a continuous homomorphism from
Fm onto Fn. Moreover, for k  nm, we have πm,k = πn,k ◦πm,n by Lemma 4.3. Thus we have
the inverse system
F1 ← F2 ← ·· · ← Fn ← ·· ·
Theorem 4.5. The Graev metric group G is Borel isomorphic to the following subgroup of the
inverse limit: {
(w1,w2, . . . ,wn, . . .) ∈
∞∏
n=1
Fn: πn+1,n(wn+1) = wn and
the sequence {wn} is δ-Cauchy
}
.
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is δ-Cauchy. This defines a Borel homomorphism from Fω into the demonstrated group.
It also follows that the homomorphism is injective. It suffices to show that the homomor-
phism is onto. To see this, let {wn} be a δ-Cauchy sequence with πn+1,n(wn+1) = wn. Let
σ = limn wn. Then we claim that π ′n(σ ) = wn for all n. Assume not. Let n0 be the smallest
n such that π ′n(σ ) = wn. Then δ(π ′n0(σ ),wn0) > 0. For any n > n0, by Lemma 4.2 we get
that δ(π ′n(σ ),wn) δ(π ′n0(σ ),π
′
n0(wn)) = δ(π ′n0(σ ),wn0) > 0. Taking the limit as n → ∞, this
yields that δ(σ,σ ) δ(π ′n0(σ ),wn0) > 0, a contradiction. 
Now Theorem 1.3 follows immediately from Theorem 4.5, by an argument similar to the
proof of Theorem 1.4. In addition, we point out the following further corollary.
Corollary 4.6. The Graev metric group G is isomorphic to a Π03 Polishable subgroup of S∞.
Proof. It suffices to note that the group demonstrated in Theorem 4.5 is isomorphic to a Π03
subgroup of S∞. To see this first note that
∏∞
n=1 Fn is homeomorphic to a closed subgroup of
S∞, with each Fn indeed discrete. It then remains to show that the condition of being δ-Cauchy
is Π03 . For this note that
{wn} is δ-Cauchy ⇐⇒ ∀ > 0 ∃N ∀n,m > N δ(wn,wm) .
Since Fn × Fm is discrete the matrix of the formula is closed. 
5. Polishable subgroups in group extensions
The topic of this section is back to the question of finding in any Polish group Polishable
subgroups of arbitrarily high Borel rank. This question was of course the motivation for [6] and
for Hjorth’s conjecture about uncountable abelian subgroups of Polish groups. Our Theorems 1.4
and 1.3 show that Hjorth’s theorem on uncountable abelian Polish groups cannot be extended to
all Polish groups in an abstract way, and in fact not even to closed subgroups of S∞. After proving
our Theorem 1.3 we were able to prove that the Graev group G does contain Polishable subgroups
of arbitrarily high Borel rank, and our method of proof was to combine Hjorth’s technique in [6]
with the use of free products. However, later on we found a proof which is surprisingly simple
and at the same time much more general. This is the proof we present below.
For a Polish group G, a Borel subgroup G1 of G is Polishable if there is a Polish topology
τ on G1 giving the Borel structure on G1 so that (G1, τ ) is a topological group. As noted in
[1, §1.6], a Borel subgroup G1 of a Polish group G is Polishable if and only if there is a Polish
group G∗ and a continuous homomorphism φ :G∗ → G with φ(G∗) = G1. The novelty of the
following result is the consideration of the inverse image of a continuous homomorphism.
Theorem 5.1. Let G and H be Polish groups and φ :G → H be a continuous homomorphism.
Let H1 be a Polishable subgroup of H . Then φ−1(H1) is a Polishable subgroup of G.
Proof. Note that id :H1 → H is a Borel homomorphism, so it is continuous [1, Theorem 1.2.6].
Let
Gφ =
{
(g,h) ∈ G × H1: φ(g) = id(h)
}
.
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also a continuous homomorphism. We can see that φ−1(H1) = π1(Gφ). So φ−1(H1) is Polish-
able. 
We remark that it is not true that a standard Borel group extension of a Polish group is Pol-
ishable. That is to say, there is a non-Polishable standard Borel group G such that for some
Polish group H there is a Borel homomorphism φ :G → H onto H . For example, consider the
multiplicative group of T = {x ∈ C: |x| = 1} and let
G = {(xn) ∈ TN: ∃m ∀nm (xn = 1)}.
Then G is a Borel subgroup of TN, hence standard Borel. But G is not Polishable (cf. [1, §1.6]).
Let H = T and φ be the projection of G onto its first coordinate; then φ is a Borel homomorphism
onto H .
The following theorem shows that the Borel rank of the Polishable subgroups in the extension
group is also aligned with the rank of those in the quotient group.
Theorem 5.2. Let G and H be Polish groups and φ :G → H be a continuous homomorphism
onto H . Then there is a countable ordinal ξ < ω1 such that for any Borel subgroup H1 of H , if
φ−1(H1) ∈ Π0α for α < ω1, then H1 ∈ Π0ξ+α .
Proof. Let K = ker(φ). Then K is a closed normal subgroup of G. The induced map φ∗ :
G/K → H is a homeomorphism [1, Theorem 1.2.6]. Let sK :G/K → G be a Borel selector
for the cosets of K (Diximier, cf. [1, Theorem 1.2.4]), that is, sK(gK) ∈ gK for all g ∈ G. Then
ψ = sK ◦ (φ∗)−1 is a Borel map from H into G such that φ(ψ(h)) = h for any h ∈ H . Let ψ
be of Baire class ξ for ξ < ω1. Let H1 be a Borel subgroup of H . Then φ−1(H1) is a union of
cosets of K . Moreover, H1 = ψ−1(φ−1(H1)). Let φ−1(H1) ∈ Π0α for α < ω1. Then it follows
that H1 ∈ Π0ξ+α . 
Note that the ordinal ξ in the theorem comes from the Baire class of a Borel selector function.
A close examination of the classical proof reveals that in fact ξ = 1. Now our main Theorem 1.5
follows immediately.
Theorem 5.3. Let G and H be Polish groups such that there is a continuous homomorphism from
G onto H . If H contains Polishable subgroups of arbitrarily high Borel rank, then so does G.
Corollary 5.4. Let G be a Polish group such that there is a continuous homomorphism from G
onto an uncountable abelian group H . Then G contains Polishable subgroups of arbitrarily high
Borel rank. In particular, the Graev metric group G contains Polishable subgroups of arbitrarily
high Borel rank.
Before the closing of this section we deduce another corollary of Theorem 5.3 which extends
Hjorth’s theorem.
Corollary 5.5. Any uncountable solvable Polish group contains Polishable subgroups of arbi-
trarily high Borel rank.
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{1} = G0 G1  · · ·Gn = G
such that for i < n, Gi+1/Gi is abelian. Let Hi = Gi be the closure of Gi for all i  n. Then we
have that
{1} = H0 H1  · · ·Hn = G.
To see this, let h ∈ Hi and g ∈ Hi+1. Let hk ∈ Gi with hk → h and gk ∈ Gi+1 with gk → g.
Then g−1k hkgk ∈ Gi for all k and g−1k hkgk → g−1hg, so g−1hg ∈ Hi . Note also that Hi+1/Hi is
abelian. In fact, let g,h ∈ Hi+1 and gk,hk ∈ Gi+1 with gk → g, hk → h. Then g−1k h−1k gkhk ∈ Gi
and g−1k h
−1
k gkhk → g−1h−1gh. Thus g−1h−1gh ∈ Hi . Since G is uncountable and H0 = {1},
there is i < n such that Hi is countable and Hi+1 is uncountable. This implies that Hi+1/Hi is
an uncountable abelian Polish group. By Theorem 5.3 Hi+1 contains Polishable subgroups of
arbitrarily high Borel rank. Since Hi+1 is a closed subgroup of G, so does G. 
6. Further remarks
In this section we pose some open problems arising from the study of the Graev metric groups
and Polishable subgroups and make some further remarks about the problems.
We say that a Polish group G involves a Polish group H if there is a closed subgroup G′ of G
and a continuous homomorphism from G′ onto H . Our Theorem 5.3 implies that if G involves H
and H contains Polishable subgroups of arbitrarily high Borel rank, then so does G. In the same
spirit as Hjorth’s conjecture, we pose the following question: Does every uncountable Polish
group involve an uncountable abelian Polish group?
A positive answer to this question would answer the question of Farah and Solecki in the
affirmative. We do not even know if the question has an affirmative answer for closed subgroups
of S∞.
Turning back to the Graev metric groups, there are many questions left unanswered by our
study for these fascinating objects.
Note that our study of G in Section 4 relies heavily on the understanding of G as the inverse
limit of a sequence of simpler groups. For this reason very few results in that section are known
to hold for general Graev metric groups of the form F(X). We mentioned that we had a direct
proof that G contains Polishable subgroups of arbitrarily high Borel rank prior to obtaining The-
orem 5.3. In this earlier proof we studied F(X), where X consists of a single sequence {xn}
converging to the identity e, and the metric on X is defined by
d(xn, e) = 2−n−1, d(xn, xm) = d(xn, e) + d(xm, e) for m = n.
We were able to show that G is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of this F(X). We do not know
whether the same is true if the metric on X is perturbed. In any case it seems that the topological
as well as the algebraic structure of F(X) is very sensitive to the original metric on X, making
the discovery of any theorem difficult. On the other hand, if F(X) can be viewed as the inverse
limit of a sequence of discrete free groups then some of the results in Section 5 can be recovered.
We feel that this is essentially equivalent to requiring that the space X is zero-dimensional.
L. Ding, S. Gao / Advances in Mathematics 213 (2007) 887–901 901More recently we generalized the construction of Graev metrics to obtain Polish metric groups
which are not two-sided invariant [2]. Since these groups come from completions of metrics on
free groups, we showed that any Polish group is a factor group of one of them. Thus the study of
Graev metrics might eventually shed some light on the problem of finding surjectively universal
Polish groups.
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